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*'-)Initial efforts led to the development of a mapboerd game. The "board
game" initially developed was a two-sided, free-play map exercise for teaching
infantry tactics to small unit leaders at the platoon level. As originally
conceived, junior officers could play the game to develop tactical skills which

they would subsequently apply during REALTRAIN exercises with troops..

It was found, however, that for the benefits of this training to be fully
realized, leaders had to have an opportunity to learn to work with their NCOs
and then to practice what they had learned in the field both with and without
troops. A variation of the basic game simulation was developed which would
permit the unit leader team (platoon and squad leaders) to work together on the
game board as they would during an actual engagement.

Concurrently with the development of the multiperson infantry mapboard game,
the development of a field training technique that would further focus on leader
subordinate interaction procesaes was explored. A small unit leader field oppos
ition exercise involving only key leader personnel (without troop support) on
each side was developed. The rationale for the development of the exercise was
that it would provide training for leader/group interaction processes in a way
that the mapboard games did not and could not.

Current Army doctrine emphasizes the impoetance of the integration of mech-
anized infantry, armor, and anti-armor elements in conducting successful tacti-
cal operations against a deployed enemy. Therefore, a combined arms mapboard
game that would provide junior officers with the opportunity to become familiar

with the natur-, of these combined arnts operations was also developed.

"The products of this research have been: (L) an infantry squad/platoon
level game for two-player or multiplayer use; (2) an infantry squad/platoon
level field opposition exercise; and (3) a combined arms platoon/company level
mapboard game. This report contains documentation on the infantry squad/platoon
level field opposition exercise Sepatate reports document the other two train-
ing techniques. ART Research RXrt 1219 summarizes the research activities
conducted in the development of te research products.
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FOREWORD

The US Atmy Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) has identified
small unit tactical engagement simulation training as one of its highest
behavioral science research priorities. Research initiated by the US
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) in
1972 has led to the development of a family of tactical engagement simu-
lation training techniques, including Squad Combat Operations Exercises
(Simulation) (SCOPES) and REALTRAIN.

Early in this research program it became evident that special tacti-
cal training techniques were necessary for training the leaders of small
combat arms units. Often field exercises requiring full units were
found to provide training mainly for officer and senior NCO personnel
and to provide little effective training for lower level troops. This
led to the development of tactical training techniques specifically
directed at the training of small unit leaders. The first techniques
developed were a board game and a field opposition exercise involving
only leader personnel (using engagement simulation procedures) for
infantry squads and platoons,

Army doctrine emphasizes the importance of the integration of mech-
anized infantry, armor, and anti-armor elements into a combined arms
force. Therefore, a combined arms mapboard game that would provide
officers with the opportunity to become familiar with the nature of
these combined arms operations was also developed.

This research was part of a larger research program designed to im-
prove tactical training in units. The entire program has been responsive
to the requirements of RDTE Project 2Q763743A773 and, at its inception,
the Combat Arms Training Board (CATO) which is now the TRADOC System
Manager for Tactical Engagement Simulation (TSM-TES) of the TRADOC
Training Support Center. The research reported here augments board game
developments accomplished by the Combined Arms Training Developments
Agency, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

I~'dh ii I Diractor
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INTRODUCTION

Armywide introduction of SCOPES and REALTRAIN engagement simulation
as tactical training techniques provided the Army methods for tactically
training small infantry, armor, and anti-aimor units under conditions
approaching those of real combat, In engagement simulation tactical

training exercises, platoon, squad, or combined arms team size units can
enga•e in free play exercises, actively opposing forces that have been
given a conflicting mission in order to insure contact between the two

forces.

The simulated combat environment provided by SCOPES and REALTRAIN
places on the small unit leader many of the heavy behavioral demands of
actual combat. Leaders must make decisions quickly regarding events
that are occuring in real time as a Joint function of the actions being
taken by both sides. Individual tactical skills that must be learned by
the small unit leader include: anticipation of enemy actions, planning
concerted actions against the enemy, placing personnel in locations most
likely to give them an advantage over the enemy, planning for use of the
most effective weapons in a given situation, command and control, and
contingency planning as more information about enemy and friendly actions
is received, Simulation of combat provides a series of specific situa-
tions for small unit leaders to learn what are and what are not effective
tactical behaviors.

Even during the initial development of the first engagement simula-
tion techniques by a joint ARI, TRADOC and contractor team, it became
evident that the training of small unit leaders required special research

attention.

While earlier REALTRAIN developments provided effective and motiva-
tinp tactical training for troops, research was needed to develop related
techniques for unit leaders in the maneuver arms. Often field exercises
requiring full units provida training only for officer and senior NCO
personnel and may be counterproductive in terms of lower level troop
training and motivation.

The objective of this research project was to develop and evaluate
simulation techniques for training small unit leaders which would provide
maximum tactical decision-making training while minimizing the unnecessary,
and often wasteful, participation of lower level troops,

The fundamental approach of this research effort has been to take
some of the basic instructional principles underlying the REALTRAIN
method and to develop abstractions of field exercises for leader training,

Initial efforts led to the development of a mapboard game. The
concept of "board gases" has a great deal of intuitive appeal:



o They may be used to simulate (to varying degrees of abstraction)
"real world" situations.

o They minimize the requirement for equipment resources.

o They minimize the requirement for "expensive" personnel resources.

o They may be reproduced relatively inexpensively.

o They may be used as part of formal training or informally during
a soldier's free time, if he so desires.

o "Games" are inherently motivating because of their competitive
aspects and the interpersonal interactions involved.

The "board game" initially developed was a two-sided, free-play map
exercise for teaching infantry tactics to small unit leaders at the pla-
toon level. As originally conceived, junior leaders could play the game
to develop tactical skills which they would subsequently apply during
REALTRAIN exercises with troops.

Preliminary tests of this gaming technique showed it to have value
in providing infantry officers an opportunity to practice tactics in re-
sponse to realistic, real-time demands of combat situations. It was
found, however, that for the benefits of this training to be fully real-
ized, leaders had to have an opportunity to learn to work with their NCOs
and then to practice what they had learned in the field both with and
without troops. Therefore, a variation of the basic game simulation was
developed which permitted the unit leader team (platoon and squad leaders)
to work together on the game board as they would during an actual engage-
ment.

Concurrently with the development of the multiperson infantry map-
board game, the development of a field training technique that would
further focus on leader/subordinate interact ion processes was explored.
A small unit leader field opposition exercise involving only key leader
personnel (without troop support) on each side was developed. The ra-
tionale for the development of the exercise was that it would provide
training for leader/group interaction processes ini a way that the map-
board games did not and could not. It was recognized, however, that the
conduct of the field opposition exorcise would be somewhat more expensive
in terms of time and resources than would either of the two maphomrd
gaines, although less expensive than full-scale engagoment simulation
exercises.

Current Army doctrine emphasized the importance of the integration
of mechanized infantry, armor, and anti-armor elements in conducting
successful tactical operations against a deployed enemy. Therefore, a
combined arms mapboard game was also devoloped that would provide junior
officers with tihe opportunity to become familiar with th~e nature of these
combined arms operations.
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The products of this research have been: (1) an infantry squad/

platoon level game for two-player or multiplayer use; (2) an infantry
squad/platoon level field opposition exercise; and (3) a combined arms
platoon/company level mapboard game. This report contains documentation

on the infantry squad/platoon level field opposition exercise. Separate
reports document the other two training techniques, ARI Research Report
1219 summarizes the research activities conducted in the development of

these research products.
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13ACKQIVOUND

A series of field exercises have been developed to enhance the training of

junior leaders in the tactical employmcnt of indirect fire, with emphasis on navi-

gation, communications, and control of subordimte personnel in a combat-like

opposition environment. The intent of this effort is the development of training

vehicles having relatively high fidelity but requiring a minimum of personnel and

equipment resources. These exercises will providei ervironment wherein

junior leaders can practice many of the skills necessary to achieve success in

platoon and company battle operations.

The Infantry FOX (Field Opposition Exercise) originally represented a

translation of the EFFTRAIN TOX - Tactical Opposition (Infantry Map Game)

Exercise - to a field environment utilizing the principles of engagement simula-

tion. However, the FOX can stand aloeo as an entity apart from the EFFTRAIN

training model. Personnel with previous experience in engagement simulation

(Scopes TC-7-2) should adapt easily to the concep)ts of the Infantry FOX.

The procedures associated with this documentation cover the conduct of a

field opposition activity (FOX) ilvolvlng an Infantry attack force versus an Infantry

defense force, utilizing irmial TO&E weapons and equipments and indirect fire

support.

FOX I and 11 each utilize 15 individuals, FOX I11, 24 individuals, to perform

the attack, defets•, and control roles. The simulation Is intended to allow the

interaction of two forces in opposition where tactical employment of infantry

pursomiel and weapons systems, including Indirect fire and the execution of

tactical concepts play a Li " role in mission accomplishment.



1.0 WHAT IS FOX?

FOX (Field Opposition Exercise) is a series of training exercises for junior

leaders. The exercises provide practice in many battle skills, including naviga-

tion, communications, and control of subordinate personnel.

FOX moves the EFFTRAIN TOX Infantry map game to the field. Preferably,

FOX participants should first undergo TOX game training. However, FOX may

be used alone as a training vehicle.

2.0 HOW IS FOX CONDUCTED?

The exercise is conducted in a training lane 1,000-1,500 meters long and

125-150 meters wide. The lane is marked at 50-meter intervals along the length

of the lane. These points generally correspond with 6- or 8-digit grid coordinates

on a 1:25, 000 military map of the area. Simulated indirect fire can be placed in

this area, accurate to 25/50 meters.

On this "lane", 15-24 men assume centrei, attack, and defense roles, Two

opposing infantry forces are represented, with a juunor officer loading each side,

Each has normaal TO&" and indirect fire support, and the defense is supplied with

markers to indicate parapet foxhole positions. A "meeting engagement" or movement-

to-concact mission Is given the attack lcador. Thu defense Is given a sector of

500-600 meters in which to prepare a defense. The dofk.oe mission is to prevent

enemy penetration of sufficient strength through thj defense soctt," to consolidate

its objective.

The exercise Is coo-dinanid by seven coutroelers. They holp deliver simulated

direct and Indirect fire and assess casualties. They also decide when victory condi-

tions obtain, and conduct an after-action review.



3.0 HOW MANY FOXes ARE THERE?

There are three levels of FOX, all enabling the development of tactical skills

and the use of direct and indirect fire. Each level uses a 7-man control team. In

each the ratio of attack to defense is 3:1. The three levels are increasingly complex.

FOX I and II each use a total of 15 personnel; FOX III requires 24 individuals.

FOX I and II were developed to use relatively few personnel
1 

in a small-scale

tactical exercise. FOX I uses four men in the attack and four in the defense. To

maintain the 3:1 ratio, the attack force has 12 "lives" to share while the deft!f'iers

represent one man each. M-16 rifles, blanks, and indirect fire are used. "Casual-

ties" from M-16 and indirect fire are assessed. A "dead" attackeit may be assigned

another "life" by the platoon leader until 12 lives havv been used; after eight casual-

ties, each succeeding casualty will reduce the attack force by one actual man.

FOX II uses the same number of men as FOX 1, but each of the four attackers

Is allocated a 0 power scope for mounting on the M-16 rifle. Each attacker Is also

allocated three camouflage helmet covers. As personnel become casualties they

must mount a new camouflage cover. The platoon leader can allocate the "lives"

as he wishes. For example, if one attack participant becomes a casualty three

times, the platoon leader can give the individual one of his own "lives" (camnoaflage

cover) to maintain his 
4

-1man force. After eight casualties, each succeeding

casualty will reduce the attack force by one actual man. Casualties may result

through the effective use of M-16 rifles, AP mines, hand grenades, and Indirect fire.

FOX III uses more min, always In the ratio of 3:1. In this exercise each

attackur has only one "life" to lose. Thus, FOX Ill provides a more realistic situation

1The number of personnel specified is considered the optimum amount. FOX exor-

ciaos can be conducted with fewer personnel, as described in Annex A.

3



than FOX I or U. Control, coordination, tactical planning, and communications

become more important.

The same FOX lane can be used for all levels.

4.0 THE FOX KIT

4.1 The Terrain

The training area is referred to as the FOX lane. The lane should be 1,000-

1,500 meters in length and 100-150 meters in width. Any type of terrain may be

used. However, a heavily wooded area with rolling hills is preferred - one un-

suitable for combined arms and mechanized equipments, simulating infantry fight-

ing conditions. The FOX lane should be bounded on one side by a fairly straight road.

This makes it easy to mark (Annex B, 1. 0). Area 1:25,000 maps should be ob-

tained for use during the exercise. (For an example of a suitable FOX lane, see

Table 4.)

4,2 The Participants

Fifteen participants are required for FOX I and II. These are divided into

three teams:

o Attack Team - I platoon lWader, 3 NCOs; total of 12 "lyveo"

o Dofense Team - 1 platoon leader, 3 NCOs; total of 4 "Ilvos"

o Control Team - 5 direct fire controllers (3 attack, 2 defense)

2 Indirect fire controllers (attack and defense)

It is suggested that the platoon leaders we their own NCOs to enhance the bencfits

of the FIO• training.

4



The optimum number of participants is 24 for FOX III. The defense team and

control unit are as above. The attack team numbers one platoon leader and 11 en-

listed personnel. Each participant represents one man only and has only one "life.'

The number of personnel in attack and defense may be increased or decreased

for any FOX level. The 3:1 ratio should remain constant. For example, thare could

be three defenders, three attackers or nine attack "lives", and six controllers. (This

is the minimum for an exercise; see Annex A.)

If more than one FOX is conducted, roles are reversed for the primary parti-

cipants. The attack becomes the defense for the next exerlcse. In FOX III only the

four primary participants of the attack force (platoon leader and three NCOs) become

defense. The remaining eight attack participants continue in the attack role with

the new team.

A checklist of the activities of the OIC, direct and indirect fire controllers,

and participants is at Annex C.

4.2.1 Junior Leaders

The defense leader is responsible for planning the defense. He places

foxhole markers, mines, etc. and leads his team during action.

The attack leader is responsible for planning the attack and leading his team

during action. lie reassigns "lives" as needed.

Each leader attempts to carry out his attack or defense mission successfully

by the tactical utilization of his personnel, weapon, and equipment resources.

The defender who can position ' ghtlng elements" forward of the primary

defense position, to observe and detect the location of the advancing onemy for



neutralization by indirect fire, gains an advantago. The attacker who can avoid

enemy indirect fire and can pinpoint the location of the primary defensive posi-

tions for neutralization by indirect fire gains an advantage.

4.2.2 Direct Fire Controllers

Direct fire controllers travel with their teams. Like football referees

they are impartial, administrative, and noncombatant. They arbitrate direct fire

and assess casualties. They check the terrain before play to avoid tripping mines

themselves. They may call for "time out" if necessary. They conduct the after-

action review.

Direct fire controllers are the key to the successful conduct of a

FOX exercise. Good controllers (sharp, responsible, aggressive individuals) will

greatly enhance the value of the training exercise. One of the direct fire controllers

should be an officer (OIC) who is in charge of the training exercise.

In a unit the CO or XO should perform the OIC role. This will enable

better preparation of platoon leaders to perform In combat or assume command posi-

tions. The role enables the CO to know his men, their strengths and weaknesses,

and provides an opportunity to plan for needed remedial training.

4.2.3 Indirect Fire Controllers

Indirect fire controllers deliver indirect fire on request. They patrol

the boundary of the lane and arc constantly on call (Annex B, 2.0). if a direct fire

controller is not available, indirect fire controllers will assess casualties. Indirect

fire controllers must be sharp, aggressive individuals. They should be drawn from

the company weapons platoon.



5.0 EQUIPMENT

5.1 Weapons Simulation

The sounds and effects of direct fire and indirect weapons systems are

simulated in FOX exercises. Table 1 provides a summary of the various cues and

their meaning.

5.2 Equipment and Munitions

A list of equipment necessary to conduct the various FOX exercises Is pre-

sented in Table 2 (A and B). It Is broken down by FOX team elements. Substitutes

may be necessary. For example, two additional radios can be used if TA-1 sets

are not available. Whistle- beobytraps may be substituted for flash bangs, etc.

6.0 ADVANCE PLANNING

6.1 Scheduling of FOX Exercises

Initially, the three levels of FOX may be used in sequence. However, each

training OIC should tailor the FOX sequence of exercises according to training re-

quirements, available training time, and personnel. For example, with limited

participant availability the series of exercises will be limited to FOX I and FOX II.

If junior loaders already possess good indirect fire skills, the training OIC may elect

to omit FOX I and go directly to the FOX II or FOX III exercises. Once the initial

series of activities is completed, many training managers will prefer to conduct

FOX III exercises only.



Table 1

FOX ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION CUES

* Hand Grenade Body and Hand Grenade
Hand Grenade Fuse

e Artillery Simulator = Utilized to simulate 105 rounds

1 round Bat 1 (6 rounds)

2 rounds Bat 2 (12 rounds)

* Hand Grenade Simulator a/= Utilized to simulate 107, 81 rounds

1 round Section 2 (6 rounds 81), (8 rounds 107)

2 rounds Section 4 (12 rounds 81),(16 rounds 107)

* Flash bang boobytrap Simulates detonating AP mines
(Alternative--whistle
boobytrap)

* Flares - red/green Utilized as signal devices only

* HG smokes - red/green = Utilized as signal devices only

* M16 and 5.56 rounds = M-16 fire

* Foxhole Position Markers = Placed to indicate the location of defensive
positions. These are implaced and marked by
the defense leader to indication position type
and cover.

* HC Smoke Utilized to simulate 105, 107, 81 marking round

a!An alternative to Artillery Simulator or Hand Grenade Simulators: Though Artillery
'Tn--tr --F T s are p e u provide both a
sound and a visual cue, they are expensive and in short supply. If unobtainable,
the use of Marine air horns is recoi.irnended. Each blast on the horn indicates 1
round--6 rounds=6 blasts on the horn, etc. The horns can be obtained at M'arine supply
house and are cheap compared to simulators. They do riot provide as suitable a
cue in that their audible range in a wooded environment probably will riot exceed
"500 m:reters in the best of conditions. Second, they provide no visible blast cue.
The horn itself will cost from $8-12. Air power supply cans cos-t-ro6m S2-3.
(One horn can will provide hundreds of blasts.)

A second alternative combines the nrse of simulators and air horns. For example,

detonate I simulator and provide 6 blasts on the horn = 6 impacting rounds.

8
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Suggested Initial Sequence

Morning Afternoon

Day 1 FOX I FOX I

Day 2 FOX II FOX II

Day 3 FOX III FOX III

Once leaders and participants are familiar with the concept of the FOX, more exer-

cises can be conducted per day. An alternative schedule based on a company-size

unit (3 FOX missions per day) is at Annex D.

6.2 FOX Informative Briefing

Prior to the conduct of the exercises (preferably the day before) the OIC should

provide an instructional briefing to all participants. Allow two hours for this

activity. Controller and participant roles should be assigned. Participants should

be told to review indirect fire request procedures. Controllers should be tasked to

read the appropriate FOX documentation. Casualty assessment rules and procedures

for the FOX exercises should be reviewed in detail. Conduct the briefing In the early

morning so that there will be time to solve any problem areas which become evident.

6.3 Activity Timetable

The defense will need 1-2 hours to plan its defense. Controllers will need 2-3

hours' preparation. The conduct of each FOX will take 1-2 hours. To make the best

use of time, two FOX exercises arc planned for oaeh day, if possible.

Table 3 is an economy (minimum) exercise schedule. Equipment and ammunition

are provided for both exercises at one time. The sanme FOX lane is used for both

exercises. It is marked out once only for the two exercises by controller personnel.
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Table 3

ECONOMY EXERCISE SCHEDULE

TIME BLUE LEADER RED LEADER CONTROL FORCES

0800-1000 Prepare defense Prepare defense Mark lane/Get organized

1000-1100 Preparation of defense Planning •or attack Check out defense/attack
plans, final planning/coor-
dination

Exercise 1 Execute defense plan Execute Attack plan Control FOX
1100-1300 Conduct After Action Review

1300-1400 Planning/preparation Final Preparation of Check out defense/attack plan
for attack - Lunch on defense - Lunch on Redistribute ammo, final
site as site planning/coordination

Exercise 2 Execute attack Execute Defense Control FOX
1400-1600 Conduct After Action Review

/ C-Rations are a "must" to save time.

NO MAN'S LAND

L- 60.0-'800 merters i, • .6 e.'tpn--

BLUE LEADER ZONE OR SECTOR RED LEADER ZONE OR SECTOR

Prepares Defense 0800-1000 Prepares Defense 0800-1000
Defends 1100-1300 Attacks Blue Leader 1100-1300
Attacks Red Leader 1400-1600 Defends 1400-1600

LD/LC of LD/LC of
Blue Leader in Red Leader in

his attack at 1400 12 his attack at 1100



Blue Leader defends in the morning, Red Leader in the afternoon. Both leaders

are given their attack and defense mission orders for both exercises in the morning.

They are given defense resources, equipment, munitions, zone, and boundaries for

both exercises at the same time. Leaders then go to opposite ends of the FOX lanes

to develop their defense plans in secret. Both leaders place their foxhole markers

and mines. Red Leader plans his attack between 1000-1100. Exercise 1 is con-

ducted between 1100-1300 hours. Red Leader then occupies his defense while Blue

Leader plans his attack between 1300-1400. Exercise 2 is conducted between 1400-

1600 hours.

In FOX III, eight of the participants will be members of both attack teams.

Thus, preparation for the defense is made only by the leaders and their two squad

leaders (NCOs). The eight who will play subordinate roles for both leaders in the

attack are scheduled to arrive in the training area after the initial planning period.

They participate only in attack plans. Those eight participants must not see or obtain

either leader's defensive plan. As insurance, each attack line of departure/line

of contact (LD/LC) should begin from the "no man's land" between the defensive

zone sectors (Table 3).

C-rations or sack lunches should be issued for the noon meal. This allows for

flexibility in the schedule.

6.4 Requisition of Equipment, Munitions, Radio Frequencies

The OIC or Chief Controller must requisition equipment and munitions listed

in Table 2 In advance. lie must request three radio frequencies (attack, defense,

and control), lie should also request an alternate frequency for emergency back-up.
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It is critical that radios (PRC-77) be in working order. These should be

carefully checked before the exercise begins. Planning to include one spare

radio and two spare accessory kits would be very wise.

6.5 Selection of FOX Lane

A suitable FOX lane should be chosen in advance of the exercise (reference

paragraph 4.1).

6.6 Preparation of Controller Maps and Clipboards

Area maps on a 1:25,000 scale should be obtained. The FOX lane should be

identified and marked off with gridline tick marks at 50-meter intervals. These

ticks indicate lane markers. They are used for pinpointing the location of indirect

fire requests. Transfer from the map to the actual FOX lane is easy to accomplish.

Tables 4 (A and B) and 5 (A and B) show marked map clipboard examples; also see

Annex B for appropriately marked maps. These maps should be prepared in ad-

vance, but for controller use only . FOX participants should be provided with unmarked

1:50, 000 maps of the training area.

6.7 Assignment of Controller Roles

Controllers should be selected in advance of the exerciso. They should have

time to become familiar with the FOX lane and their responsibilIties. Those indivi-

duals are critical to the success of the exercise. They must be concerned, WtollI-

gout, aggressive, and positively motivated. They need not be of high rank I

7.0 FOX DAY - STAGE 1: PREPARATION

All controller porsonnol should refer to Annex B for detailed instructions on

lane marking, fire impacting, etc.
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j Table 4A

INDIRECT FIRE CONTROLLER CLIPBOARD

65 66 5 67 5 68

Radio Frequentcy
ue I !,

Red _ _ 5 /

Control _____

(Lane utilized at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina)

______ ATTACKINDIRECT FIRE _____ DEFENSE INDIRECT FIRE
Impact IFuse J#Rounds #Rnds Casualty Impict Fuse #Rounds 1iRis ___asualt
Location ITypel 105/107 81 AItt. e Location Type 1051107 81 Titt.

INDIRECT FIRE CASUALTY ASSESSMENT VT Air Burst
PD Point Detonating

DE-Delay Mine Action
"luriber of rounds -- Batter~y
ORl M~ortar Section 6 12 18 24 30

ruse Type VT PD DE VT PD DE VT PD DE VT PD DE VT PD DE
S-Casualty Percentage

s-0pen/Foxholes, no overhead cvr 30 25 15 60 50 30 190 75 451 100 100 600 1100 100 7ý
~foxholes, no overhead cover 20 15 05 40 3D 10 60 45 15 80 60 21100 75 25
0ZFoxholes with overhead cover 00 15 05 00O 3D 10 10 45 15 10 60 20f 15 75 25



Table 4B

Number Men in the Impact Casualty Area (45 meters 81; 75 meters 105, 107)

Casual y
Percentage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

05 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 !

10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

15 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

20 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

25 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3
30 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
45 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5';

50 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

60 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 6

75 1 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 7
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 9

100 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Indirect Fire Casualty Assessment Example:

12 rounds of VT fuse 81 mm mortar have fallen within 30 meters of 3 men in
the open. By the chart (other side) 60% of the men are casualties. Referring
to the chart above, 60%, 3 men 2 casualties.
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Table 5 A7  ( 9 (
DIRECT FIRE CONTROLLER

CLIPBOARD--. .

Radio Frequency

Blue . . .._'_

Red __

Control___

INDIRECT FIRE CASUALTY ASSESSMENT VT = Air Burst
PD = Point Detonating
DE = Delay Mine Action

Number of Rounds--Battery
OR Mortar Section 6 12 18 24 30

Fuse Type VT PD DE VT PD DE VT PD DE VT PD DE VT PD DE
i- Casualty Percentage

T Open 30 25 15 60 50 30 90 75 45 100 100 60 100 100 75

SFoxholes, No overhead 20 15 05 40 30 10 60 45 15 80 60 20 100 75 25
Scover

Foxholes w/overhead cvr 00 15 05 00 30 10 10 45 15 10 60 20 15 75 25

CASUALTY # FIRER # & WEAPON TIME CONFIRMED? CAUSE OR ACTION COMMENT

i 1 .... ... . .. ....... ..... ...... ...

PARTICIPANT CAMOUFLAGE NUMBERS (fold under)

DEFENDER ATTACKER
17 .



Table 58

Number Men in the Impact Casualty Area (45 meters 81; 75 meters 105, 107)

Casualty
Percentage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

05 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

15 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
20 . 0 I 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

25 a I I1 1 2 2 2 2 3

30 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

45 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5

50 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

60 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 6
75 1 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 9
100 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0

Indirect Fire Casualty Assessment Example:

12 rounds of VT fuse 81-mm mortar have fallen within 30 meters of 3 men in
the open. By the chart (other side) 60% of the men are casualties. Referring
to the chart above, 60%, 3 men 2 casualties.
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7.1 Lane Marking

The OIC or Chief Controller is responsible for the lane marking operation.

He should delegate the mission to the two indirect, fire controllers. He must then

make sure that it has been correctly completed.

Mark one lane boundary (preferably the road or trail boundary) in 50-meter

intervals according to the prepared FOX lane on a 1:25,000 map. Next, mark the

opposite lane boundary with engineer tape placed on trees at eye level at 25-50 meter

intervals. This will enable controllers to keep opposition forces within the lane

boundaries. Specific directions for marking the lane and impacting Indirect fire

are in Annex B, paragraph 1.0.

This operation may be completed any time prior to the start of the exercise.

7.2 The Chief Controller

The OIC or Chief Controller is totally responsible for the conduct of the FOX

activity. He should present an informative briefing for participants the day before

the field problem is conducted and he Is also responsible for providing a FOX briefing

prior to each exercise. Hie should delegate some FOX tasks to supporting direct fire

controller personnel (7.3, 7.7), but he should conduct the FOX briefing (7.4) and

provide Mission Orders (7.5) himself. The overall activities of the OIC are itemized

at Annex C.

7.3 Equipment and Munitions

Check the radios.

Divide the FOX exercise equipment and munitions according to Table 2. Dis-

tribute the equipment to attack, defense, and controller elements. Equipment
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allocation Is dependent on the type and number of FOX activities being conducted.

If two exercises are being conducted (6.3), defensive equipment is distributed in

the morning. Attack equipment is distributed at mid-morning or in the afternoon.

7.4 Daily Participant FOX Briefing

Brief participant personnel in the field each day on the conduct of the FOX

exercises. This should take 15-20 minutes and should provide a general understanding

of the activity. Specific information on the procedures for requesting indirect fire,

use of foxhole position markers, casualty assessment, schedule of activities, and

controller roles should be repeated, even though these procedures have been dis-

cussed prior to the FOX activity (6.2).

7.5 MissionOrders

Plan verbal attack and defense mission orders similar to the examples in

Table 6. Give these orally to the attack and defense leaders as a FRAG order at the

end of the FOX briefing (7.4). Give the orders out of listening range of the opposing

force element. When the FRAG order Is completed, instruct each leader to plan

his attack and defense strategy. Assign each element a call sign (Blue Force or Red

Force). Instruct each leader that he must brief controllers on his planned mission

strategy just before the FOX exercises begin.

7.5.1 Indirect Fire Allocations, Radio Frequencles, and Call Signs

The Mission Order should provide indiroct fire allocations and specify

rad-o frequencies. Either 105 or 107 (4.2) or 81 indirect fire rounds may be allo-

oated. A nsrmal allocation consists of 60-80 rounds for each opposition force. It

is suggested that Initial FOX exercises use only 81-mm mortars.

20



Table 6

SAMPLE ATTACK/DEFENSE MISSION ORDERS

Attack and defense mission orders should be administered vocally as FRAG

orders in conjunction with a map of the TA. Coordinate reference points

associated with these sample orders were taken from the FOX Lane map depicted

at Table 4. Times are from the schedule in Table 3. The blanks should be
filled in and the mission orders administered to each team. An attack and
defense order will be prepared for each team if two exercises are being

conducted on a given day (6.3).

ATTACK ORDER

Situation "Company" is participating in an offensive maneuver to secure
primary and secondary objectives to be utilized as LZs if needed

in the conduct of the battalion advance.

Mission 1st and 2d Platoons will secure the primary objective. Your

force will proceed on the extreme right flank of the Company
Advance at 1100 (time) to secure the secondary LZ vicinity

658 893 (landmark or 6-digit coordinate). While advancing

to your objective, you are to neutralize any enemy resistance
encountered. Your LD/LC is (landmark or 6-digit coordinate)

664 892 or V . Company and Battalion indirect fire resources
available on request (60 rcunds 81)

Conmmand Current CEOI "in effect". Your radio frequency is 32 80& Signal Your call sign is "Blue Force". Call sign for indirect fire

is "Blue Fire Control".

DEFENSE ORDER

Situation "Company" is in a defensive position vicinity of Pine Knot Creek.
Company forces have suffered substantial losses and reinforcements
are not expected. Enemy forces have been advancing slowly South

to North. Expect attack from the South by enemy ground forces at

any time after 1100 hours (time).
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Table 6 (cont'd)

Mission 2d platoon defends on your right, 3U platoon defends on

your left. Your force defends at H1O0 (time)between vicinity

of 558 893 or 8 (landmark or 6 digit coordinate) and

the 665 892 or T (landmark or 6 digit coordinate).

Left boundary is road/trail Right boundary is
(marked) Indirect fire support available on

request (60 rounds 81).

Command Current CEOI "in effect". Your radio frequency is 30 50
& Signal Your call sign is "Red Force". Call sign for indirect fire

is "Red Fire Control".
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Three radio frequencies are normally utilized in the conduct of FOX exercises.

For example:

Blue Force frequency 32.80

Red Force frequency 30.50

Direct Fire Controller frequency 36.30

Indirect Fire Qrntroller frequency 32.80 Blue, 30.50 Red

Example call signs for opposition elements and controllers are provided below.

Blue Force (Officer leader)

Blue 1, 2, etc. Subordinates

Blue Fire Control Blue Indirect Fire Controller

Red Force (Officer leader)

Red 1, 2, etc. Subordinates

Red Fire Control Red Indirect Fire Controller

Control: Blue Control 1, Blue Control 2 (Blue Force)

Red Control 3, Red Control 4 (Red Force')

7.6 Use of Defense Position Markers

Defense Position Markers are employed where defense leaders would use

parapet foxholes with overhead cover or parapet fighting positions. The four red

markers represent positions with overhead cover, and the two yellow markers repre-

sent fighting positions without overhead cover. Junior leaders can thus beoome

familiar with the advantages of covered positions as protection from indirect fire.

No time and effort are spent in actually making foxholes on the FOX lane.
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Since there are very few personnel on a FOX defense team, the positions must

be boldly marked to present an appropriate cue to the opposition. This is one area in

which FOX departs from reality. The limited protection offered by the markers is

another departure. They shield against indirect fire and grenades but not from rifles.

(No cover is actually present to give the defender increased protection from having

his camouflage number identified.) This loss in realism is justified by the time

saved through using the defense position markers.

The markers are placed in the ground at the location of each defense foxhole posi-

tion. If plenty of concealment is available, the marker may be placed low to the ground.

This simulates a heavily camouflaged, well-concealed bunker position. If the

positions are placed in open terrain, the markers should be made more visible.

The final position of the foxhole marker is determined by the defense direct fire

controller.

Individuals who desire to use the cover afforded by these positions must stay

within a 1-meter radius to the sides and rear of the marker. Personnel who exceed

this radius will be considered out of the bunker and are no longer allowed the added

protection provided by the position against grenades and indirect fire.

Defense Position Markers are 3x5 cards attached to wooden dowels. Red cards =

positions with overhead cover; yellow or white vards - positions without overhead cover

(parapet foxhole positions). In FOX I, II, ill the defense is allowed four rod markers

and two yellow markers. Examples of Defense Position Markers follow. These must

be producod in sufficient quantity prior to thu conduct of FOX exercises. If there are

two exercises per day, make 12 markers I
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1/2 inch dowel-36" long
3X5 card
1/4 inch hole ton of dowel
6"piece of string

7.7 Distribution of Equipment and Participant Movement to Defense Zones

After the briefing, equipment and munitions are distributed to the opposition

leaders. This distribution includes Defense Position Markers. As quickly as

possible each leader and his defense subordinates must move to their assigned

defensive zone. They develop their defense between 0800-1000 hours per Table 3 (p. 12).

If a FOX U or III is being conducted, distribute camouflage covers to parti-

cipants at this time, four to defenders, 12 to attackers. Make sure that the cover

numbers are not compromised by the opposition team. The OIC should record the

numbers on the Direct Fire Controller forms (Table 5, pgs. 17 & 18). Fold the section

of the form under to avoid number compromise during problem play.

7.8 Direct Fire and Indirect Fire Controller Preparation

The OIC must discuss control procedures with the direct fire and indirect

fire controllers. It is essential that all controllers know and understand these

procedures.

Distribute the Controller Clipboard, Direct and Indirect Fire Controller Form.

The OIC should indicate to the controllers that some will be defense controllers, some

offonso. He also indicates that he too is a direct fire controller. The OIC reviews
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in detail the casualty assessment procedu-res for both direct and indirect fire. These

are specified at paragraphs 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, and 8.9 and Table 8 (pgs. 37-43).

Each direct fire controller should understand and be prepared to execute his

attack or defense controller role, as described below.

The defensive controllers, after becoming acquainted with the defense plan

and set-up (7.11), position themselves initially with the forward defensive elements

(7. 12). The controller(s) selects a position close to but behind the forward element

where he can observe without exposing himself.

As the offensive force initiates its attack, each attack controller must position

himself just behind the point element. It is the forward attack elements that will be

involved in the initial action. Walk in the point element s footsteps if possible. This

Is to make certain that participants, not controllers, activate trip wires, etc. The

controller must be as tactical as the participants. It participants crawl or run, the

controllcrs must do likewise. The importance of the controller remaining as tactical

as the participants cannot be overemphasized. Participants will soon give up trying

to move tactically if they feel that it serves no purpose. Imagine the attitude of a

soldier who crawls 100 meters to close with an enemy position, only to learn he was

pinpointed through the carelessness of the controller.

As the attack force begins to deploy, controllers must be very careful to insure

that each forward element is covered by a controller. An initial control plan can be

formulated based on the leader's order (7. 12), but as the plan changes, floxibility

must be exercised. In FOX I/IlU, a controller should memorize the helmet numbers
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of the element he is accompanying. This will assist him in insuring that he is con-

stantly in a position to support each man. It will also speed up his reaction time if

a camouflage number is identified.

While the control net should be kept clear for transmissions concerning casual-

ties, it may be used by controllers to make adjustments in their coverage. If

individuals scatter and it is difficult for the controller to see them, he may call

another controller for help. Controllers should refer to participants' numbers in

these transmissions so that it is perfectly clear the responsibility for a given indi-

vidual has passed from one controller to another.

Once contact is made, the individual controller must move aggressively to

stay with the individuals of his element who are the most likely to make contact with

the enemy, fie must watch closely for the emplacement of mines and bcobytraps

in his area and ,mtioipate the effects of that type of activity.

The most important concern at this time is to identify casualties as quickly

as possible, Hits should be transmitted and confirmed In 6 to 10 seconds to speed

casualty assessment. It is not necessary to receive a casualty transmission over the

radio. If you are with 21, for example, and you hear his number called, declare him

a casualty immediately and confirm the casualty as described in paragraph 8,4.

As the attacking force closes with the defending force, grenades may be used

by both sides. When the forward defensive elements are neutralized or withdraw to

their main positions, the defensive controllers must pull back quickly to provide con-

trol for both the withdrawing elements and the individuals at the primary defense

positions. It is crucial that each man remaining in the action be observed by one of the

27
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controllers. The defensive controller should also know the relative location of

each offensive controller so that he can tell them when grenades are being thrown in

the direction of the men they are covering. These transmissions should be as brief

as possible. At this point the defensive controllers may actually be able to assess

offensive casualties and should do so if they are closer to the action.

The indirect fire controllers must be reminded that it is their responsibility

to assess casualties when direct fire controllers are not present.

In the placement of incoming rounds indirect fire controllers will occasionally

activate trip wire AP mines, silpals. While this is to be avoided if possible, parti-

cipants should be made aware in the After-Action Review that actual incoming rounds

would have activated some of those devices.

Most of all, it is essential to keep the problem moving and realistic. Con-

trollers do not provide leaders with intelligence. The controller must try to conceal

himself from the opposing force at all times to prevent giving away the location of the

element he is covering, yet he must constantly be in a position to observe the action.

This demands that the controller operate more "tactically" than the unit he is with.

lie must be alert and aggressive to Insure every casualty is promptly and accurately

identified. Hils most important goal is to effectively cover his element without com-

promising their location.

It is recommended that controllers We experienced enough to identify critical

actions and events that occur in the situation, so they can be brougiht to the atten-

tion of the participants later, in the Aftor-Action Review.
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Finally, controllers must not give advice or critique a participant or leader

before or during an exercise. The time for advice and/or a critique is during the

After-Action Review (paragraph 9.0).

7.9 Evaluation of the Indirect Fire Controllers' Understanding of Indirect Fire
Procedures

It is essential to evaluate the indirect fire controllers' understanding of

their mission. This can best be done by a trial run. A direct fire controller moves

to a specific location in the lane. He requests a fire mission from first Blue and then

Red indirect fire controllers. He utilizes normal fire request procedures, described

in Annex B. He provides a mission of opportunity, using grid coordinates. He gives

a subsequent adjustment (e. g., direction 800 magnetic, left 50, add 50). The rounds

should be impacted within 50 meters of the requested position within three minuas

for the mission of opportunity, and one minute for the subsequent fire adjustment. I

The controller should critique each indirect fire controller at the conclusion of the

trial mission. If the itandards above are not met, increased p",ct ice for the in-

direct fire controllers must be provided.

7. 10 Inspection of the Defense Positions

While Red and Blue Loaders plan their operations, the direct and indirect

fire controllers walk the FOX lane. They famillarize themselves with the terrain,

the land boundaries, and the indireot fire markerp. They inspect defense positions

and mark them on the controller clipboard map. All controllers should know the

1
Begin timing the mission at the completion of your mission request or adjustment.
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location of forward defense elements: OPs, ambushes, and especially trip-wired

devices (early warning, AP mines, etc.) to avoid detonating them during the exer-

cise. Ask the defense leader to provide a guided tour of the defense so you can

avoid trip-wired devices and save time.

7.11 Review of Attack/Defense Mission Plans and Controller Placement

The control team should review the attack and defense plans with each opposi-

tion leader separately. At ýklls time controllers should review their control roles

and call signs. Two direct fire controllers usually become defense controllers.

They remain near the defense position. The remaining direct fire controllers (in-

cluding the chief controller or OIC) usually advance with the attack forces.

The indirect fire controllers position themselves along the marked road boundary

to carry out requested fire missions. Where possible, indirect fire controllers use

a vehicle (quarter ton) to insure prompt delivery of fire mission requests. This also

provides indirect fire controllers with an AN/VRC 46, as well as their PRC-77 radios.

With the AN/VIRC 46 the Indirect fire controllers can monltor the Direct Fire Control

Not. Do certain to keep the volume low to avoid giving participants inappropriate

action cues. In this way they can monitor controllers, as well as the opposition forces.

The chief controller or OIC makes the final decision on) the placement of direct

and indirect fire conte Iters. For example, an attacvi loader may intend to conduct a

single axis massed attack. The defense force may develop a defense with three O /P!I'

forward olements. Then the chief controllir might allocate three diroct fire controllers

to densces forces, and two direct fire controllers to the offense. Nor'mal controller

30
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positions at the start of a FOX operation (three attack/two defense controllers) are

depicted at Table 7.

All direct fire controllers operate on the same frequency during the FOX activity.

Direct fire controllers monitor the control frequency continually so that controller

elements can coordinate their actions effectively. Controllers must be careful that

these radio transmissions are not overheard by playing personnel, as they may pro-

vide inappropriate cues (an unfair advantage) to the playing participant.

7. 12 Indirect Fire Controller and Direct Fire Controller Coordination

One indirect fire controller monitors the attack frequency. The other monitors

the defense frequency. The controllers assume the role of an FDC for the attack/

defense leaders. When indirect fires are impacted, the indirect fire controller comes

up quickly on the control frequency. He Indicates to the direct fire controllers the

number of rounds and fuse type. To expedite this action the PRC-77 control

frequency should be "preset". A fallback alternative is to indicate In a loud voice

the number of rounds and fuse type.

It is the primary responsibility of the direct fire controllers to assess casualties,

When direct fire controllers are not I)rosont, the Indirect fire controller must perform

this function. Casualty assessment procedures are at paragraph 8.6.

8.0 FOX DAY - STAGE 2: CONDUCT OF FOX ACTIVITY

8. 1 Controller Actions

Controllers move into position with their assigned force or along the FOX lane.

The chief controller indicates the start of the activity over the control net. FOX action
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Table 7

EXAMIPLE OF CONTROLLER PLACEMENT

(not to scale)

125 meters

U cZD Defense Position
S Markers

T __
~ 0 ~ Defense Leader (It)

S
_____Defense

R Controlle rs

Q O

p

0 Attack Subordinate,,

Attack Leader

Attack Controller N Mn Ln

Attack Controller

Indire tt ýFire
Control lers(2)G
on road in

vehile o Controller

0 Parapet Foxhole
0 Parapet Foxhole
C l>El with overhead cuve

II CŽ > 1Ž- Defense Position
Markers for Second

A J~ Bourdary Markers



then proceeds in real time. The major responsibilities in the control of the exer-

cise are discussed in detail below.

8.2 FOX "Time Out"

Any controller may request "time out" from the chief controller. He does

this if events occur that will offset the training benefits of the FOX activity. Ex-

amples of appropriate "time out" reasons include:

o Radio communication problems between controllers and/or indirect
fire controllers and leader individuals. Radio commo problems
between leaders and subordinate personnel are not a sufficient
cause for delay.

o Casualty assessment of forces, if long delays are encountered.

o When a controller must move from one position to another to provide
control.

o When controllers "lose" a participant.

o To extinguish a fire in the exercise lane.

During "time out" no indirect fire request Is accepted by indirect fire control

personnel. No movement is allowed to participants. The chief controller calls

"time out" to all controllers and participants on the appropriate frequencies. Inter-

misslons may be necessary at tlmos, but they disrupt the flow of the problem and

are to be avoided if possible.

8.3 Controller Communication

Offense and defense direct fire controllers must inform one another of all

offensive and defensivo activity. This is achieved through periodic radio communica-

tions. The direct fire controller with a defensive OP contacts his opposite number
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with the offensive element advancing toward him. The following types of in-

formation are exchanged to facilitate FOX control:

o Size of elements, i.e., the size of the advancing offensive element
(1-2 men), size of defensive OP element (1 man)

o Route of advance the advancing offensive element is using

o Location of the OP position, AP mines, etc. This enables direct
fire controllers to anticipate contact between opposing forces.

Such radio communications are necessary, but the control net should not be

cluttered with unnecessary transmissions. Transmissions should be kept short and

only pertinent information transmitted. Controllers should not permit offense and

defense participants to overhear controller radio transmissions, which might pro-

vide them with improper cues.

8.4 Reporting and Recording Casualties

The OIC or chief controller maintains a count of the casualties suffered by

both forces. Use of the direct fire clipboard form facilitates this process (Table 5).

It allows the controllers to make an objective decision regarding the termination of

an exercise. If properly maintained, it is also highly useful in the conduct of the

After-Action Review (9.0).

In effect, the direct fire controllers indicate casualties over the control radio

not. Example: "1 man killed by indirect fire" (FOX 1) or "23 killed by 46" (FOX

II, 1II). The OIC monitors the radio net and attempts to record the action for use

in the After-Action Review. Those radio transmissions should be kept short and

simplo, as in "31 by hand grenade". It is Important to confirm casualties In the

FOX 11, FOX 111. The radio transmissiou "23 by 461", and the subsequent message
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"23 confirmed" indicata to all concerned that number 23 has in fact been located and

declared a casualty. In the FOX III an additional controller should be used with a

radio to form an NCS as described in TC 7-2.

8.5 Utilization of Indirect Fire in the FOX Activity

In all of the FOX exercises the direct and indirect fire controllers are like

football referees--administrative noncombatants who control problem play but do

not directly participate in the tactical exercise. Direct fire controllers make cer-

tain that participants do not attempt to evade the indirect fire controllers on sight.

The procedures for use and request of indirect fire are similar for FOX I,

II, and III. Indirect fire requests are normally made to indirect fire controller

personnel by leader player participants. If the leader has been neutralized, any

individual with a functioning radio may transmit a request. The indirect fire con-

troller has the responsibility of impacting indirect fires and subsequent adjustments

as indicated in Annex B. All controller personnel, however, must be well versed

in these procedures. The chief controller must be certain that all control per-

sonnel are acqanaintod with both direct and indirect fire controller duties.

An indirect fire controller accepts indirect fire requests from any individual

with a functioning radio. The indirect fire controller uses the map on his clipboard

(Table 4, pgs. 15-1--markod with indirect fire marker symbols and grid tick marks).

lie first plots the impact location per grid coordinate or registration adjustment request.

He than translates the impact point to an indirect fire marker along the road boundary.

Ile moves to the appropriate marker and into the lana (always 00, 900, 1800, or 270o•

see Annex B). Once at the correct location, he carries out the fire mission by
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detonation of an artillery or hand grenade simulator to simulate 105 or 4.2 or 81

fires, or a hand grenade smoke (HC) to simulate a marking round. 1 If artillery or

hand grenade simulators are not available, a Marine air horn is utilized.

o For every 6 rounds requested in an indirect fire mission, one
artillery or hand grenade simulator is detonated at the location
requested. When a spotting or smoke round is requested, the

controller ignites one HC hand grenade smoke at the location
requested, and expects an adjustment request. No casualties are
assessed for spotting rounds. A mission will not be held "on
command" for more than 10 play minutes. When marine harns are
used to simulate fire, a horn blast is provided for each impacting
round.

o The indirect fire controller records each mission request, impact
location, impact time, number of rounds, and fuse type on the
controller form.

o Indirect fire requests are not accepted from a team that has used
up its allotment. The indirect fiie controller keeps an up-to-datefi
count of remaining rounds for his force.

After completing a fire mission, the indirect fire controller comes up on the

direct fire controller frequency and indicates the number and fuse type of impacting

rounds. (Example: 81, 12 rounds, VT, or 107, 1 round, WP). Once artillery

is impacted, direct fire controller personnel must clear their frequency until the

Information is transnmlttod. Normal communication traffic then resumes.

The indirect fire controller should expect an adjustment to each fire mission.

He should stand by for subsequent adjustments and direction information from the

participant leaders. Thmso adjustments are completed as Indicated In Annex B. The

Indirect firo controller must not accept incorrect adjustments, such as "Move over

']In d woo wooded environments an artillery or hbad grenade simulator may have to
be detonated to provide tho propor cue of a marking round.
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next to the old dead tree and throw the next round." Upon the indication 'Mission

completed", or at his own discretion, the indirect fire controller moves back to

the road boundary. He then prepares for subsequent fire mission requests.

Occasionally a fire mission will be requested which is out of bounds of the

marked training area. When this occurs, the indirect fire controller will indicate

"Requested Mission is out of the boundary area--recompute your da•a and retransmit."

8.6 Indirect Fire Casualty Assessment - FOX I, 1, III

Only 105, 107, or 81 rounds shall be simulated during FOX. Any individual

within a radius of 45 meters of 81, or 75 meters of 107 or 105 fires will be con-

sidered in the casualty assessment.

After determining the number of impacting rounds, the controller establishes

the number of casualties. This depends on the number and type of impacting rounds,

fuse type, and cover conditions of personnel (see Table 4, pgs. 16-16). For example, 1

man In the open is within 40 meters of the impact location of an 81 indirect fire

mission, 6 rounds, VT fuse. According to the controller clipboard form (Table 4, pgs. 15-16),

the casualty percentage is 30 percent. A casualty percentage conversion table is on

the back of the Controller Clipboard table. To determine the number of resulting

casualties, simply index the number of men within the impact area of the rounds

and the appropriate percentage. In this case 30%, 1 man = 1 casualty. If 3 men were

caught in the open by 12 rounds 81, VT (60%, 3 men), 2 casualties would result. Note

that VT fuse has little effect on positions with overhead cover.
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8.7 FOX I Indirect and Direct Fire Casualty Assessment

FOX I exercises leaders in the use and effectof indirect fire under realistic

conditions. A field environment with ooor visibility is provided. In making in-

direct fire requests, map reading and use of a topographic map are exercised.

Casualties are assessed for indirect (8.6) and direct fire. M-16s with 5.56

blanks provide "contact" cues and direct fire action. When controllers are certain

that M-16 fire would be effective, they assess direct fire casualties.

In FOX I the 4 attackers have a total of 12 "lives" to expend. The 4 defenders

have only 4 "lives" in accomplishing their mission objective. As attacking personnel

are neutralized by indirect fire and direct fire, the direct fire controllers maintain a

simple count. Each leader is kept informed of his casualties. When only 4 attackers

are left to continue the attack mission, each subsequent neutralization is final and

attack participants are taken out of the problem.

When more than 4 lives remain, neutralized individuals must move to the rear

30/50 meters. They may then continue their attack. Information gained during their

initial forward movement may be used once their rear movement Is completed.

The rear movement requirement symbolizes disruption and confusion. It fulfills

the need to delay and suppress forces as a result of fire and casualties.

8.8 FOX II Indirect and Direct Fire Casualty Assessment

FOX 11 exercise increases use of diroct as well as indirect firo. indiroct fire

casualties are assessed according to paragraph 8.0. Direct fire casualtios are

gearod to the uso of NM-16s with OX scopos, All minos, hand grenades, etc. Participants

wear numbered camouflage covors (as in SCOPES Engagement Simulation Activities,
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TC-7-2), each individual in the attack being equipped with three covers. These

are "stacked" on helmets to enable a rapid change of camouflage covers when an

attacker is neutralized. Casualty assessment parameters for indirect fire, AP

mines, grenades, rifles, etc. are summarized in Table 8. These are similar or

identical to Scopes Engagement Simulation Activities (TC-7-2).

NOTE: Camouflage covers do not require change when participants
are neutralized by Indirect fire or any direct fire weapon
(AP mines, grenades) where the camouflage number is not
compromised.

In all cases where individuals are neutralized they must move 30/50 meters

to the rear. They may then, if appropriate, continue the attack (8.7). An individual

neutralized by M-16 fire must remove his helmet and move to the rear. He then

changes his camouflage cover while out of danger of detection. This may require

rearward movement of more than 50 meters. A neutralized individual in transit

to the rear cannot be neutralized. He is a non-person until he places his new

camouflage cover on his head. Any trip device activated by a neutralized individual

moving to the rear is ignored. However, any information a man gains during neu-

tralization can be utilized once he completes movement to the rear. The movement

to the roar depicts the disruption, confusion, and/or suppression effects of direct

and indirect fires on an attacking force.

In FOX II and III, one leader wears brown camouflage covers, the other leader

utilizes green camouflage covers.
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8.9 FOX III Indirect and Direct Fire Casualty Assessment

The FOX III activity is essentially a Scopes exercise as described in TC-7-2.

It is more complex than that described in the TC because indirect fire resources are

available for both attack and defense forces.

Indirect fire casualty assessment is carried out per paragraph 8.6. Direct

fire casualty assessment is conducted per TC-7-2 and Table 8.

In FOX HI each individual has only one life. When any individual is neutralized

he can no longer participate in the on-going exercise. This includes the leader.

8.10 FOX Victory Conditions

FOX exercises continue until there is no doubt as to the outcome. Controllers

are cautioned that the battle need not be conducted to the neutralization of the last man.

General categories of battle outcomes are presented as follows:

Defense Win Attack Win

o Destruction of attack force o Destruction of the defending force
(less than 4 survivors) with the survival of at least 4 attackers.

OR OR

o Retroat of attack force. o Penetration and/or bypass of the de-
fensivo force with the survival of 6/6
attacke ,5s.

As a general rule, the attacking force should withdraw when It is reduced to 3 men.

However, it is Important to note that even the last attacker or defender can turn the

tide of battle with hie use of indirect fire. The OIC makes the final decision on

problem termination.

Outcomes where both sides are virtually destroyed are considered a tie.
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9.0 FOX DAY - STAGE 3: AFTER-ACTION REVIEW (AAR)

At the conclusion of each FOX, an After-Action Review must be conducted

by all participants. The normal sequence of this review follows:

0 Once the FOX is concluded, all player participants and controllers
assemble at a convenient location (defensive position). The chief
controller first discusses the action with the controllers only. This
helps to make the full review precise. The controllers' debriefing
should take no longer than 10 minutes. The chief controller then leads
all participants in an After-Action Review (AAR).

o The chief controller initiates the AAR by diagramming the lane and
the defensive positions (on the ground or on a chalkboard). The chief
controller then asks each leader to describe his tactical plan.

0 What actually happened during the exercise is then reviewed by the
players and the controllers. This is done by discussing the major
occurrences in sequence from the OIC controller form. Alternative
actions and potential outcomes are reviewed to reveal bettcr tactics,
i.e., 'What else could you have done, and what might have the out-
come been?"

The entire sequence of events is covered with emphasis on the partici-
pants providing the information. Starting with the first casualty, the
Individual making the kill is required to explain why he was able to do
so. The next casualty Is then discussed In a similar manner. Most
of the lessons learned by loaders and soldiers will be clearly evident,
If this is not the case, then the information provided by the opposing
force will hammer home individual mistakes. One soldier telling an-
other exactly how he was detected and engaged is a lesson not easily
forgotten.

The role of the trainer conducting the AAIR is to draw out toaching points
from the Iarticipants. All individuals who observed a particular aetie|
should indicate what they saw. Whon an individual understands his mis-
takes, he should be asked how he fools it can beat be corrected,

o The pros and cons of the tactics and indirect fire missions employed
by each player are also discussed.

A major reason exists for Involving all participants in the After-Action Review:

As the discussion progresses, soldiers will be reminded time and again how critical
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each individual's contribution is to the overall unit effort. Often In these situations

a single event will occur that changes the tide of battle, such as a Claymore detonated

too early, a leader lost, or an order misunderstood. The individual learns clearly

that doing his best in every situation will make a difference in determining success

or failure for his unit.

Upon completion of the situations, it is essential to evaluate the progress of the

unit in order to make sound decisions concerning future training. You should begin

by reviewing the situations with the training cadre and the controllers for each element.

Obtaining reports from the cadre not only will give you better data from which to make

a general assessment of your unit as a whole, but will make it possible to identify

individual differences and take appropriate action.

The AAR is an Important part of the effectiveness of this training technique. It

is the chief controller's responsibility to lead the review. He facilitates the exchange

of information, and promotes discussion by posing appropriate questions, e.g., 'Why

did you take this action instead of that?" Without his overall picture of the FOX, the

review has a tendency to be too brief. A lot of information that should be exohaugad

by the players is easily overlooked. The AAR must be considered as an integral part

of the exorcise. It must be conducted as seriously as the actual playing of the FOX

exorcise.

The chief controller should be aware of a potentially serious pitfall in his conduct

of the AAR. lie must remember that success (mission accomplishment) iS not always

the result of good tactical planning and execution. Likewise, failure (heavy casualties)
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is not always the result of poor tactical planning and execution. Initial training

exercises are characterized by mistakes on both sides. At this stage Blue casualties

may occur because Blue is ineffective. Later, with higher levels of training, Blue

casualties will occur because Red is effective. It is possible, then, for the results

In a given situation to be attributed to either good execution by one force, poor execu-

tion by the other, or a combination of the two. The effectiveness of the AAR depends

on recognizing these distinctions.

There are other reasons why mission accomplishment is an imperfect criterion

for evaluating tactical decisions. For example, the leader of a unit quickly deploys

his force across a large open area to occupy key terrain, This excellent position

allows him to defeat the opposing force. During the AAB, the chief controller could

reinforce the leader's decision and the unit's aggressive movement. However, the

risk that accompanied the decision must be discussed. The unit probably sacrificed

security to increase speed. In the example situation the decision resulted in success.

With different terrain or against another enemy, the unit might have been destroyed

crossing the open are~a.

A.good AAR• should make all part~ici~arnt,• aware that there are to solutions that

alaswrk. Every decision involves trade..ofs. The goal in training is to provide

leaders with an understanding of those risks andt a knowlodge of what has boon success-

ful (or unsuccessful) In similar situations.
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ANNEX A

MINIMUM FOX PARTICIPANTS AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

A minimum of 12 participants is required for FOX I and FOX II. These are

divided into three teams:

o Attack Team - 1 platoon leader, 2 NCOs; total of 9 "lives"

o Defense Team - 1 platoon leader, 2 NCOs; total of 3 "lives"

o Control Team - 4 direct fire controllers (2 attack, 2 defense)

2 indirect fire controllers (attack and defense)

It is suggested that the platoon leaders use their own NCOs to enhance the benefits

of the FOX training.

A minimum of 18 participants is required for FOX III. The defense team and

control unit are as specified above. The attack team numbers 1 platoon leader and

8 enlisted personnel. Each attack and defense participant represents one man only

and has only one life. Except for the reductions in personnel and equipment, the

minimum FOX exercises are conducted just as described in the Rules of Play for In-

fantry FOX. Equipment roquiromonts for the rirduced numbor of participants follow.
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ANNEX B

LANE MARKING AND INDIRECT FIRE IMPACT PROCEDURES

1. 0 Marking Lane

A physical boundary (a road or trail) should lie along the entire flank of the FOX

lane. This will insure maximum effectiveness of Indirect fire delivery. The physical

boundary should be marked every 50 meters with an "alpha" or number character.

The first 50--meter marker will be marked "A", the second marked "B", etc. (Figure

B-1). The marker can be a stake driven into the ground or a 4x5 card stapled to a

tree (preferred). A 50-meter metal or plastic tape should be used for marking off the

boundary lane.

Those markers must coincide with the prepared controller map of the FOX

training lane (Table 4). It Is important to begin the markers from a known point, i.e.,

an easily identifiable point on the controller map and on the ground. Examples are

crossroads or the point where a stream crosses the boundary trail. Figure B-i

is an exa•'ple of a lane marked in this manner.

'Vie lane may be marked so that the 50-metor increments coincide with actual

50-ioeter grid increments on a scale map. The 50-motor increments are plotted

L. on a map. The distances are measured on the map surface and then the actual map

distances are paced on the ground. 1 The markors on the ground will coincide with

50-meter map increments, but may be more than 60 motors apart on the ground

1
These map distances are straight line parameters and do not take into account

elevations. In pacing these distances on the ground, necessary elevation adjust-

monts must be estimated and taken Into account.
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because of the features of the terrain, i.e., hills, valleys, curving boundary road

or trail, etc. Figure B-2 is an example of a lane with markers placed to coincide

with 50-meter grid increments. Figure B-2 offers a very slight advantage: fire

mission requests based on 6- or 8-digit coordinates will have a corresponding lane

marker which indirect fire controllers can use.

2. 0 Requesting Indirect Fires

Procedures are listed at Figure B-3,

Figure B-1
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Figure ,B-3

INDIRECT FIRE REQUEST PROCEDURE

REQUEST ELEMENT EXAMPLE WHEN OMITTED

a. Identification "Fire Control, this Never
is Red Leader"

b. Warning "Fire Mission,
Battery 2 or(12 rounds)" Never

c. Target Location Never
and Direction

Coordinates Grid 712684 direction
630'(magnetic) or 107 mils

From registration From Target AF 1000
"Direction 630 add
500 left 100"

From last
concentration "Direction 63 add

500 left 100"

d. Target Description "Troops in Open" In registration

e. Method of Engagement "Danger cloqe; VT Area mission
HE, in effect

f. Method of Control "Will adjust" or Never
"At my command"

•/Note some unit SOPs require indirect fire support to be placed
200 meters farther away from the impact request point on the OT
azimuth upon receiving the notification "danger close".
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3.0 Impacting Indirect Fires

The two indirect fire controllers Impact indirect fire during the conduct of

FOX. They serve both attack and defense impartially. The chief controller should

give each force only one registration point. This requires each participant to

utilize his map and compass in the request for indirect fires (missions of opportunity)

and thus serves to increase map-reading proficiency. The defense should be allowed

to plan and register "final protective fires". These registrations are acknowledged

by moving an artillery thrower to the requested position. A spotting round is then

detonated at that location if desired. Adjustments are allowed, if necessary. An

individual requesting fire can then request missions from his registration or by using

6-digit coordinates. The indirect fire controller simply plots the impact location

of the attack or defense request on his clipboard map, which Indicates L detail the

lane parameters and the lane markers.

o Indirect fire controllers mark the lanes.

o They practice moving to various positions and throwing the artillery
simulators prior to any engagement.

o Indirect fire controllers must also assess casualties whenever
appropriate.

4.0 Throwing Indirect Fires

Two indirect fire controller "throwers" are employod in the FOX lane. One

is responsible for Impacting attack missions, the other for defense missions. EX-

AMPLE: A mission is requested for coordinates 2725 1175. These coordinates are
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marked with a + in Figure B-2. The indirect fire controller has a map of the lane

with the indirect fire markers plotted in a manner similar to that shown in Figures

B-1 and B-2.

The IDF controller:

(1) Plots the impact location and moves to the appropriate marker (B).

(2) From that point, moves "in" 50 meters on the "in azimuth" (2700).

(3) Once at the location, impacts the fires.

(4) Provides direct fire controller with information on number and type
(including fuse type) of rounds.

(5) Assesses casualties, if appropriate.

The azimuth at which the thrower is to move "in" will be determined prior to the FOX

exercise. The azimuth will always be parallel to a grid: i.e., North (00), East (900),

South (1800), or West (2700). In the example shown in Figure B-2. the artillery

thrower moves 50 meters into the lane on a 2700 azimuth, or due West. Regardless

of which marker the indirect fire controller is moving from, the "in" azimuth will

always be 2700 in this example.

All indirect fire controllers need to be equipped with a compass and sufficient

supply of simulators or a Marine air horn. A clipboard and form as shown in Table

4 (pgs. 15-16) are also required.

IMPORTANT: The artillery thrower will always announce the artillery typo,
fuse type, and number of rounds via voice or radio to the direct
fire controllers. The indirect fire controller should preset the
radio to the controller frequency to enable rapid accomplishment
of this task.
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5.0 Adjusting Fire Mission

Initial rounds can be adjusted in two ways, as follow:

(1) The indirect fire controller orients himself along the observer target

line (the same OT line given in the fire request). Subsequent adjustments can be

completed easily, as follow: Add 50, left 50 =50 meters forward on the OT azimuth

(550) and 50 meters left (at a right angle) to the OT azimuth (Figure B-4).

(2) The indirect fire controller can plot the location of the adjustment using an

appropriate scale and a compass or a GTA. The indirect fire controller calculates

the straight line azimuth and distance to the impact location and directs himself

accordingly. In Figure B-4 this would be "add 75 meters on an azimuth of 100'.

Unless the adjustments are quite large, both procedures take about equal time

to complete. When adjustments are large (over 100 meters), the second alternative

may be faster. Controllers will not perform adjustments until they have been given a

direction (OT line).

6.0 Indirect Fire Controller Movement Along the FOX Boundary Line

When possible, Indirect fire controllers should use a i-ton vehicle with an AN/

VRC 46/7 radio. This expedites their movement and the Impact of indirect fire.

Using the radio on the J-ton vehicle, the controllers should monitor the control

frequency. They can additionally fill the role of a not control station (recording

casualties, etc.) as in a Scopes exorcise (TC-7-2). Alternatives to a J-ton vehicle

are bicycles, motorbikes, ana foot travel. When using the AN/VRC 46 radio on the

control frequency, make certain the volume is sufficiently low so that the participants

in the lane cannot hear controller conversations.
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7.0 Hand Off of Fire Missions

Participant leaders may request a fire mission at one location and then

request a severe adjustment, e.g., add 600 meters. The controller may then hand

off the fire mission to the second controller. He contacts the opposite controller on

the appropriate frequency. Then both change to an alternate frequency to transfer

the control of the impact location of the mission.

8.0 "Check-Fire" Requests

Participants will sometimes request a fire mission and then moments later

request a change or cancellation of the requested fires. Indirect fire controllers will

not accept these check fire requests once they have entered the lane, or once an

adjustment to rounds Just impacted has been initiated.

9.0 Indirect Fire, Participant Radio Communications

The indirect fire controllers communicate with the participants as if they

(controllers) were an FDC. Upon receipt of a mission they will quickly read back

the request, ask for additional elemeuts of the fire request (if needed), and indicate

"Mission Wo rking". Once a controller moves Into the lane or initiates an adjust-

inont to proviously Impacted fires he will indicate "Shot Out". Chock fire requests

(13.0.) will not be accepted aftor the "Shot Out" command has boon announced.

Just prior to impacting requested rounds, the indirect fire controller will indicate

"SPLASH".
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ANNEX C

OIC CONTROLLER/PARTICIPANT CHECKLIST

Part I - Activities Prior to FOX

Responsibility & Participant Group(s)
DF. I.F. Leader/Activity Days Prior OIC Controller Controller NCOs

1. Study FOX documentation 10 days V
2. Determine FOX series (6.1) /
3. Requisition, secure munitions 10-30 days T

and equipments (Table 2) (6.4) depending on
Ahke Defense Position Markers Post SOP

4. Secure 1:25,000 maps of training 5 days
area

5. Select training lane (4.1) 5 days /
6. Develop Controller Clipboard 5 days /

Forms (6.6)
* Mark appropriate area of

1:25,000 map
a Secure to Tables 4,5,

make copies
7. Obtain radio frequencies (6.4) 5 days
8. "Advise Participant Personnel 5 days V V

of activity and Preliminary
briefing

9. Conduct Preliminary briefing 1 (early V V
_... . ..... morning) ....

10. Provide controllers a copy of I V

11. Prepare Mission Orders (7.5) 1

Part II - Activities in Field - Conduct of FOX
(Activities listed in order of occurrence) Responsitj q Iarticipant Group)

""Ac.�ivt IF. Leader/
Actiity OIC Controller Controller NCOs

1. Assign one direct fire controller to inventor• / V
arms, equipment and bmrak out amounts for day s
activities (7.3) (Table 2)

2. Task indirect fire controllers to mark lane ,
(Annex B) (this activity can be completed
prior to field day 1)
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Part II (cont'd) Responsibility & Participant Group(s)
D.F. I.F. Leader/

Activity OIC Controller Controller NCOs

3. Assign a direct fire controller to check V V
out the radio equipment

4. Provide general FOX briefing to participants
(Day's Activity, etc.) (7.4)
a Review Casualty Assessment, Indirect

Fire Procedures

5. Provide verbal Mission Orders to leaders (7.5)
e Indirect Fire Allocations
* Radio Frequencies
* Call Signs

6. Distribute equipments to leaders, arrange for V V

their prgmpt movement to defensive zones--
distribute camouflage covers if FOX II,III
(NLT 0830)

7, Prepare and brief direct fire controllers (7.8) V
if available

8. Check la-ne b6-u-n-d-arTes, indirect fire mar-ke-rs

9. Evaluate indirect fire controllers' under- V
standing of indirect fire procedures

10. Task indirect fire controllers to contact their /
respective leader (via radio) and arrange for
one Target Registration and FPF if required

11. Review the defense plan with defender leader / V
and develop defensive control plan with defense
controllers--leave defense controllers at
defense position (7.10, 7.11) (Table 7)

12. Move attack controllers to attack LD/LC. / V
Review attack plan with attack leader. Develop
attack control plan, Confer with defensive
controllers on attack plan via radio. Conduct
last.minute conmio checks.

13. Initiate Problem--make certain that all parti- V /
cipants understand the problem has been initiated.

14. During Problem--monitor control net, record V V
battle activity events, assess casualties,
resolve controller/participant problems. (8.3, 8.4,
8.5, 8.6, 8.7. 8.8, 8.9) (Table 8)

15. Teriminate Problem (8.10) /

16. Conduct After Action Review (9.0)

If two or more activities per day, repeat Steps 10-16.

ISee 2 under Part II. C-2
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